AAIS Updates: 6 July 2022

Highlights

Welcome to New AAIS Members
Join us in welcoming our latest members: Cirium (LNRS Data Services Pte Ltd) (Associate
member) and Cornerstone Global Partners Pte Ltd (Associate Member).
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Grand Opening of Bombardier Singapore Service
Centre Expansion
Congratulations to our member, Bombardier, on the Grand Opening of its expanded
Singapore Service Centre on 30 June 2022. The expansion quadruples the company's
footprint in Singapore, making it the largest OEM business aviation service centre in Asia
Pacific, according to Bombardier CEO Éric Martel. New facilities introduced include a fullservice, environmentally-controlled paint facility, advanced interior finishing capabilities,
new heavy structural and composite repair capabilities, as well as an integrated parts depot
that will serve the site and the region, with more than US$15 million in additional parts
inventory. Bombardier will also be offering Sustainable Aviation Fuel as an option for
business aviation operators at Seletar Airport.

Unmanned Air Mobility Roundtable - 13 July, 9am
Asia-Pacific is home to a number of megacities where
Urban Air Mobility (UAM) could be an attractive alternative
mode of transport. Successful implementation of UAM
depends on having an ecosystem in place to support
operations on the ground and in the air. This includes
vertiport and charging infrastructure, standards and
regulations, urban air traffic management systems, service
providers and operators, etc.
AAIS, Volocopter and ITE are pleased to organise an
inaugural Roundtable to discuss the UAM ecosystem
in support of regional business opportunities. This is
being held in conjunction with the Volocopter-ITE
UAM Showcase Event on 12-13 July 2022 at ITE
College Central. Roundtable participants will also have an
opportunity to visit the showcase.

Register to
attend in person

Recent Activities

How COVID and Conflict in Ukraine has affected
Aircraft Leasing (Webinar)
AAIS was delighted to present this webinar on 23 June 2022, featuring Mr Rob
Morris, Global Head of Consultancy at Ascend by Cirium, and Mr Rajaram
Ramiah, Partner at RHTLaw Asia LLP. They shared their take on how aircraft leasing has
weathered the pandemic and is dealing with the fallout from the war in Europe. Participants
of the webinar took away good insights on the impact of sanctions on Russian leased
fleets, the significance of the conflict with respect to global air travel recovery, and other
uncertainties arising from a resurgence of COVID and other macroeconomic risks.

Cybersecurity Resilience in Aviation (In-Person)
With the increasing risks of cyber crimes worldwide, we were pleased to present a seminar
on the topic of 'Cybersecurity Resilience in Aviation' with Mr Gerry Ngu, a senior expert in
aviation cybersecurity. Gerry is currently the Technical Lead of the European Cybersecurity
Centre for Aviation and Chairman of the recently established Network of Cybersecurity
Analysts for the European Member States. The event attracted aerospace professionals
from across the different subsectors. This in-person seminar was co-organised by AAIS and
EASA, and held on AAIS premises in Seletar on 29 June.

Upcoming Industry Activities

Urban Air Mobility Roundtable
Jul 13, 2022
(8:30 AM - 1 PM)
(GMT+8)

ITE College Central...
Singapore 567720

The Asia-Pacific is home to a number of megacities such as
Beijing, Jakarta, Manila and Tokyo, where Urban Air Mobility
(UAM) could be an attractive alternative mode of transport.
Even a more compact city like Singapore could benefit from
UAM-enabled connectivity to nearby locations in adjacent
countries.
The UAM concept envisages a safe and efficient air
transportation system for passengers or cargo, flying over
populated areas on intracity or intercity routes. Successful
implementation of UAM depends on having an ecosystem in
place to support operations on the ground and in the air.
This includes vertiport and charging infrastructure,
standards and regulations, urban air traffic management
systems, service providers and operators, etc.

AAIS, Volocopter and ITE are pleased to organise an
inaugural Roundtable to discuss the UAM ecosystem in
support of regional business opportunities. This is being
held in conjunction with the Volocopter-ITE UAM Showcase
Event on 12-13 July 2022. Roundtable participants will also
have an opportunity to visit the showcase.

Learn more

Register

SAQG Workshop: Changes in EASA Part 145
Aug 4, 2022
(3 PM - 5 PM)
(GMT+8)

JTC Business Centre
690 West Camp Road
...

This year, the European Union (EU) and the European Union
Aviation Safety Agency (EASA)introduced changes to the
Part 145 requirements, through Reg. (EU) 2021/700
(applicable since May 2022) and Reg. (EU) 2021/1963 (in
force and applicable from 2 December 2022). While only
minor changes were introduced to Reg (EU) 2021/700,
major and significant changes have been introduced to Reg.
(EU) 2021/1963.
The Singapore Aerospace Quality Group (SAQG) has
specially invited Mr Luigi Preti, Maintenance Organization
Expert & EASA International Officer in Singapore, to conduct
an upcoming workshop addressing these changes. The
intent of the workshop is to provide the Singapore
aerospace industry with relevant updates to facilitate the
understanding and the implementation of the abovementioned Part 145 requirements, inclusive of the related
AMC/GMs.

Learn more

Register

Aerospace Partners Golf Tournament 2022
Sep 9, 2022
(11 AM - 10 PM)
(GMT+8)

Tanah Merah Country...
Singapore

We are excited to announce that the Aerospace Partners
Golf Tournament (APGT) 2022 will take place on Friday 9th
September 2022 at the Tanah Merah Country Club (TMCC)
Garden Course. With the relaxation of safe management
measures, APGT will return to its usual format, enhancing
the enjoyment of all participants. As before, all net proceeds
will also go to the Cerebral Palsy Alliance Singapore (CPAS).
The format of the day will be:
* Lunch served from 11.45 am
* Shotgun start at 1.30 pm with novelty holes, drinks and
food on course.
* Post-golf dinner with musical performances, prize giving,
CPAS art auction and lucky draw raffle
The APGT tradition is more than two-decades old and we
are proud of our longstanding support for CPAS. This is
especially since 2022 is the 65th anniversary of CPAS. We
understand that economic factors continue to challenge the
aviation recovery and as such, support of charity events is
more difficult. Nevertheless, we are hopeful of your support,
either as individuals or corporate participants.

Learn more

Register

Aeromart Toulouse 2022 (Exhibition &
Business Mission)
Nov 29, 2022 to Dec 1,
2022
(GMT+1)

MEETT - Parc des Ex...
Aussonne, Occitanie, Fr...

AAIS is exploring participation at Aeromart Toulouse 2022
which will be taking place from 29 November to 1
December. AEROMART is an established global event for the
aerospace industry, connecting OEMs and their Tier 1 & 2
suppliers with manufacturers from both civil and defense
categories. Bespoke pre-arranged one-to-one meetings with
the contacts of your choice gives AEROMART the edge over
other aerospace exhibitions.
Take the opportunity to meet with international companies
and contacts from all over the world in just 2 days with
minimal expense and organizational constraints. Network
with the entire global aerospace supply chain through
tailored B2B meetings and showcase your capabilities under
the Singapore Pavilion, with the support of a grant from
Enterprise Singapore (subject to a minimum of 6 exhibiting
companies). To register your interest to participate and for
further information, please drop an email to Margaret Chong
at margaret@aais.org.sg or contact +65 9736 1722.

Learn more

Register

Partners' Events

Job Redesign (JR) Masterclasses
Jul 22, 2022
(9:30 AM - 12:30 PM)
(GMT+8)

SNEF Head Office
Singapore

As our industry transforms to stay ahead of the curve, more
companies are seeing the need to embark on job redesign
initiatives to drive higher productivity and make aerospace
jobs more attractive to attract and retain talent.
AAIS is pleased to support SNEF-WSG-EY in their upcoming
in-person Job Redesign (JR) Masterclasses for companies on
1 July, 02:30pm – 05:30pm and 22 July, 09:30am –
12:30pm. Both Masterclasses will cover the same content.

Learn more

Register

MRO Asia Pacific 2022
Sep 20 - 22, 2022
(GMT+8)

Singapore Expo

MRO Asia-Pacific, the region's premier event for
maintenance, repair and overhaul, is set to return to
Singapore in an in-person format from 20 to 22 September
2022. Join producer Aviation Week Network and local
partner AAIS, as we bring together the most influential
members of the aviation MRO industry, locally and globally,

to discuss the latest issues and concerns of operators and
their service providers and suppliers.
The Conference segment will feature experts and senior
industry professionals from aviation and aerospace
companies like AAR, Air India, Asia Digital Engineering, BOC
Aviation, FL Technics Asia, HAECO, SIAEC, ST Engineering
and more. Co-located with Aero-Engines Asia-Pacific, MRO
APAC will provide opportunities to expand your network in a
uniquely personal environment. Whether you are looking to
grow your customer or supplier base or strengthen existing
relationships, MRO Asia-Pacific is the place to be!

Learn more

Register

AAIS Professional Development Courses

Introduction to Pyrometry
AMS2750F

AS 9100:2016 Internal
Auditor Course

Date: 25 & 26 July 2022
Type: Virtual Instructor-Led Training

Date: 28 & 29 July 2022
Type: Hybrid Classroom
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EASA Part 145 One Day
Refresher Course

Drone Security Training
Course Bundle

Date: 2 & 3 August 2022
Type: Virtual Instructor-Led Training

(Learners may take 2 to 6 weeks to
complete all 3 courses)
Type: On-demand learning
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Explore our Services

range

Day Pass for Runway 21
Serviced Office
Need a temporary workspace at Seletar
Aerospace Park?
You can now purchase a day pass for
Runway21 serviced office at JTC Aviation
Two Business Centre, subject to a limited
capacity.

Find Out More
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